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Tangle teezer brush for thick hair

Looking for the ultimate detangling brush for curly hair? A real game-changer for many, our thick and curly untangling comb is designed for thick, curly or textured hair. Detangling wet or dry hair is quick and easy with its bunk solid flexible teeth - they are longer and stronger than our other combs - it leaves the curls
completely tangle-free and super-defined. Looking for the ultimate detangling brush for curly hair? A real game-changer for many, our thick and curly untangling comb is designed for thick, curly or textured hair. Detangling wet or dry hair is quick and easy with its bunk solid flexible teeth - they are longer and stronger than
our other combs - it leaves the curls completely tangle-free and super-defined. If you find yourself constantly pulling your hair when it's time to untangle, you may need to switch things by untangling your comb. While finger detangling is common in our NaturallyCurly community, it doesn't hurt to get a little help from a tried
and true friend who separates the curls, from root to tip, like a tangle of Teezer Thick and curly detangling comb. This comb is equipped with two-tiered teeth technology! Satisfying the problem of thick, coarse curly hair, this comb is perfect for those of us who want certain curls that finger untangling just can't give us.
Regardless of your curl pattern, you can reap the amazing benefits of detangling. Do you have thick hair? An innovative combination of tangle-pinet short and long teeth is easy to slide over your hair to eliminate knots and tangles while enhancing the natural shine of your curls. Do you have rough hair? Wet these strands
of hair with water to untangle, prevent breaking your ends, and prevent fabulous knots. Have curly hair? Well of course you do it you know that untangling curls can cause curly... Not with award-winning Tangle Teezer Thick and Curly hairbrush, which should be used on wet hair. Need proof? In just a few seconds, you'll
see how amazing this comb is for all the curl models. His short teeth smooth cuticles of hair and minimize curly, and his long teeth are decantle and reduce hair breakdown! Click on the GIF below to take a look at Teezer's tangle in action: Curious how NaturallyCurly editors used a tangle of Teezer Thick and Curly
Detangling comb? That's what every lady had to say about it! Naturally Sorry editor Lauren Murray says: I have a combination of 3c/4a coils and curls, and my hair is pretty dense. If you put your hand in there, it won't come back. Hahaha! I used a Tangle Teezer Thick and Curly comb, both before washing the detangler,
meaning I wet my hair with only water before I washed it and then I detangled. I also split my hair into about 6 sections just to the untangling process is easier and put me at a lesser risk of damage. For me, it's all about technique and how you keep it. I found that when I flipped the tool back, I had more control over how
it detangled my coils. I loved that it was pretty simple and and to the point to use. It's also super compact, perfect for travelling! My hair is all types wavy-basically 2B, but also some 2A and some 2C. It's very dense coming out of my scalp, but most individual strands are pretty thin and medium width. I usually unpack my
hair when it's dry; in the video, I detangled him when he was wet. I start with a finger detangling and then use a brush starting from the bottom of my hair down, working my way up to my head, with lots of put down brush and using your fingers to get more stubborn spots. Tangle Teezer helps with some of these tricky
spots, I think, because of the different lengths in the bristles. It feels really good on my scalp- kind of like those spider wire head massager stuff that you can buy at the airport. Naturally, editor-in-chief Kiana Tipton says: I have type 3b, bleached, long, high porosity hair. My hair is usually hard to unpack without
conditioning with a regular wide tooth comb, but the tangle of Teezer Thick and curly comb works more efficiently, leaving me more time to enjoy my morning coffee before heading off for the day! I used a tangle of Teezer after wetting my hair with a sprayer, but I also used it after I got out of the shower. It works well
anyway. I was able to untangle my hair without any extra products. However, I usually state in the shower in advance. After detangling my hair, I use my regular vacation in conditioner for an additional curl definition. I like how the tangle teezer feels on my scalp, when cleaning my hair I linger at the top because it feels
like a gentle massage. It also untangles my hair without pulling on my tangles or leaving me with a breakdown. Tell us: Have you tried The Teezer Tangle? Do you want? Visit the nearest ULTA today or buy online on ULTA.com to get this untangling comb that will make your curls fall in love with it! This post is sponsored
by Tangle Teezer. Score 4.44 out of 5 stars379 ReviewsMost Useful Positive ReviewI have very thick 4b/c hair and my hair tangles at the roots. I tried untangling my fingers, the wide crest of the tooth, and the denman brush. While these tools are great for untangling strands of my hair, they almost never reach my roots.
But is it?! This brush is amazing! It goes through my hair like a knife through butter! The only downside is that I find it a little difficult to handle. Because I detangle out the shower, I can hold it without it slipping out of my hands, often. I can only imagine how it would be bouncing around my soul... Other than that, I loove
this brush! The most helpful critical ReviewIve have used this brush a few things over the past few weeks, but tend to end up switching back to A regular brush. I loved the feeling and shape of the brush, it was incredibly comfortable and I felt like I had a lot of control. Unfortunately, I don't feel like I could get the right
amount of tension while brushing for it to really do anything. I'm not sure what caused the feeling, the feeling, I think it's kind of like how sharp the bristles were. I was unable to get close to my scalp or brush my hair against my skin without getting scratched. For reference, I have a navel-length hair and rely on getting a
good amount of tension when cleaning. As for detangling goals, it does a good job of straightening the threads at the end of the day, but it's not great to get out the mats and knots that I end up with most days. The best part of this brush is that it is super easy to use on wet hair without stretching and pulling. Overall, it's a
decent brush, but not much for actual untangling. I reluctantly recommend it. I think it would be ideal for people with shorter, less tangle-inclined hair, or those who want a quick way to brush wet hair or smooth out their top layer. I got this brush for free for testing purposes. Considered 379 customers5Tay mom from
Mesa, ASTHANX @influenster I #gifted this @tangleteezer detangler comb for free to try! I really love it! Since I'm 4 months after partum I struggle with PP hair loss and it's nice to have a brush that feels tender when I'm brushing my hair (perhaps the first day of the week ) great detangling brush for 4a/4c5Krys from
Leonardtown, MDI love this brush because the company is also very easy to use. This works well for you untangling natural hair. I also use to wind dry hair. I chase the hairdryer with this brush when I'm drying my hair and it works well to straighten my natural hair. Feels fancy and doesn't rip your hair out5Hope out of
Columbus, Ohio And it's a lot. Runs through thick, tangled hair smoothly, and not tear/yankFantastic for the curly hair5Curlyhairmama from Indiana I bought this for my daughter, who has curly, very easily tangled hair. I always comb my hair until it's wet with a wide tooth comb and it fusss a lot. I never believed in these
brushes, but decided to try something different. He worked wonders for her hair! He gets tangles very quickly and without pain. I highly recommend it! Perfect for untangling curly hair5Yeya from Orlando FLI bought this for my bestie with super curly hair and she loves it! So cute and compact! Perfect for curly
hair♥ ️4MissCali from Rexburg, IDI got this product free for my honest review. I never clean my hair. I have a full mana and my curls can be hard to handle. I loved using this because my hair would be unpacking so easily! I never worried about a strong brush breaking. It's super compact and cute so I can easily stick in my



purse to touch my hair. Great for wet hair!5Bianca from New Bern, NCI doesn't have curly hair, but it's long and on the thicker side. This brush works wonders for me with getting growls out of my hair when it On dry hair it works just like my usual brush, but it does cut my cleaning time significantly down on my wet hair.
Definitely recommend, if you have long hair, that it's a massive pain pain brush when wet. I got this brush for free and didn't know what I did without it. Great for wet hair from New Bern, NCSo my hair isn't curly, but it's long and thick, and for some reason, it really does wonders in getting out growls when my hair is wet.
On dry hair it works just like my usual brush, but on wet hair it cuts my cleaning time considerably. Brush all plastic, not rubber bristles or anything. Love it5CH1210 from Mesa, AZI loved this brush! I feel like it wasn't as harsh on my hair as the other brushes, especially when my hair was wet. I like how flexible the bristles
are, so I feel like it's so tender while cleaning. My hair is naturally curly and a little rough when I straighten it, so I feel like it worked very well for my hair type. Just reveal, I got this product for free for testing purposes. This really gentle hair4Lostipsdegaby from KissimmeI was very useful at this point because my hair is a
bit damaged after poor hair treatment and it was right oneWorks pretty qell4Momoftwo from St. CharlesThe brush works very well to get knots and brush my hair leaving it nice and combed. However, it seemed to pull and hurt my head more than my daily brush. I'll use it on occasion, but not daily. Love this product5Lena
from Okmulgee, OklahomaI got this product as an extra item and I have to say that it works very well with my hair! Long bristles helps a lot not to break any hair at all, definitely recommend getting! Average3Styledbysteph from Mount Laurel, NJThis Brush claims it's for thick and curly hair. I have very thick hair, and when
using this brush I notice the bristles are not long enough and do not fully comb through my hair. The best detangler4Tati from WashingtonReally for thick hair! I like the way the bristles brush have a range of lengths, so it gets every little hair. I love this brush!5Danielle from Kentucky I love this brush because it runs
through my thick hair so easily! It didn't pull my hair out or hurt either. Most brushes get stuck in my hair as soon as they touch them. Not this one. Love all about this brush5Kate from Brooklyn, NYI have really thick porous Asian hair and therefore it knots easily. I actually don't tend to comb my hair often as I like to be
kinda wavy. So by the time I wash my hair I have to comb all the knots in my hair before taking a shower. Normally, I have to use my fingers to unknot some of them because my comb won't go through them, but this brush is so amazing... It really goes through everything! I'm really impressed. It is also a work of art. As a
designer, I'm kind of like This. Love love5Yazzie from Havelock ncThis a little brush prefect on the go. Keep him in the car. Or in a diaper bag! This is ok3BrownSugarKee from Flint, MII had high hopes for this brush and I am sadly disappointed. I mean it's ok, but I prefer my denman brush over this 100%. 100%. bristles,
combs all you want to call it is not as soft as I would prefer. Also, I wish it was a traditional brush I had small hands, so it was a struggle to capture it. Yes yes yes!!!! 5Gillian from New YorkI got this product for testing purposes and I'm so happy that I was able to try it out! I am someone who deals with many curly hair
days, so I was able to find the right products to brush in my hair to get it defrizzed and detangled after the shower. Adding to this product is definitely key!!! The thin bristles on the brush make it perfect after a shower, and it keeps your hair silky smooth. I used some other brushes, and none of them were able to untangle
like this when wet! I would definitely give this a try! The comb for all ages4Renegade redhead from CAI enjoy this product and I think it is really useful because you don't have to own a pen. This is the perfect brush for those with little wrist strength or toddlers starting their tripLove5Bree comb from Aurora IllinoisLoved this
brush! It didn't snag or pull on my hair and got all my tangles out. I would def recommend and buy this brush! Compact and comfortable5Jojo from Los Angeles, the CaThe size and curve comb fits well into my palm and the bristles are very delicate despite the appearance. I like the fact that it is very easy to clean and
remove your hair after you are done, compared to other combs that seem to be stuck inside. Aside from that, the comb works beautifully and is really easy to get rid of tangles without pulling out more hair. Perfect for my hair!5Grace from Dallas, TXHeard good things about this product, so I was excited to try it out! I have
preettty thick hair for Asian, but it makes my hair so silky and smooth! It doesn't make my hair static-y, and I love the shape for optimal grip/control! Not for me1Normy415 from Miami, the FLThis product would probably be better if my reels weren't so tight. They graze over my hair instead of running and helping to
separate and untangle my hair. Again, my hair is thick and coily. It works well for my son though. This product was given to me for free for testing purposes. Excellent brush for thick, long hair5Hair brush from OregonGreat brush for long, thick hair. Short and long bristles makes it easy to brush your hair knots. Knots.
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